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Preface
Fun with algorithms
This issue is composed of papers presented at the 2nd International Conference on Fun with Algorithms, held at Elba
Island in May 2001.
This was the second conference dedicated to the use, design, and analysis of algorithms and data structures, focusing
on results that provide amusing, witty but nonetheless original and scienti*cally profound contributions to the area. Like
its predecessor, the spirit of the conference is best exempli*ed by the following quotes:
Indeed pleasure has probably been the main goal all along. But I hesitate to admit it, because computer scientists
want to maintain their image as hard working individuals who deserve high salaries. Sooner or later society will
realize that certain kinds of hard work are in fact admirable even though they are more fun than just about
anything else.
Knuth, D.E. (The Stanford Graph Base: A Platform for Combinatorial Computing)
No one should ever be bored ... and I have always had plenty of leisure for the researches that have been the one
great permanent happiness of my life.
Hardy, G.H. (A Mathematician’s Apology)
This volume contains ten regular and three short papers, presenting in a complete and archival version results announced
and described at the conference. The topics covered include fun with: approximation algorithms, combinatorial algorithms,
distributed algorithms, geometric algorithms, mobile algorithms, network algorithms, and probabilistic algorithms.
Some of the papers explicitly focus on games and their complexity, or establishing links between games and other
problems. This is, for example, the case with A Modular Approach to Sprouts, by R. Focardi and F.L. Luccio where the
game of Sprouts is investigated and winning strategies algorithms are presented. In the same vein is the paper TantrixTM
Rotation Puzzles are Intractable, in which M. Holzer and W. Holzer prove that the commercial puzzle Tantrix, as a
rotation puzzle, can be made NP-Complete and that a generalization (of unbounded size) can be made undecidable. P.
Crescenzi, F. Montecalvo and G. Rossi investigate lottery schemes as optimal covering problems in the paper Optimal
Covering Designs: Complexity and New Bounds, and give two complexity results, one related to the approximability and
the other to the non-approximability of a new problem called Minimum Column Problem. In the paper “The Area of
Parallelogram Polyminoes and a Tiling Game”, A. Del Lungo, M. Nivat, R. Pinzani, and S. Rinaldi give a new and nice
proof of the fact that the total area of all parallelogram polyminoes with semi-perimeter n+ 2 is 4n.
In the area of patterns there are two interesting (although quite di?erent) contributions. In the paper Patterns on Words
and Languages, G. Castiglione, A. Restivo, and S. Salemi study the relationships between the combinatorial properties of
a word and the structure of its pattern poset, establishing that the pattern language of a regular language is still regular.
The paper Waiting Patterns for a Printer by D. Merlini, R. Sprugnoli, M.C. Verri considers a non-preemptive scheduling
problem arising for slow devices, such as laser printers. It introduces a model based on some combinatorial objects,
to study the behaviour of the printers and use the combinatorial properties of these objects to study some important
parameters such as the waiting time for a job and the length of the device queue.
Some of the papers tackle well known or established problems under a new playful light. For example, in the paper
The Geometry of Carpentry and Joinery, P. Morin and J. Morrison consider the known result that any polygon with no
consecutive reCex angles can be carved out of a block of wood using a circular saw, and add various constraints that exist
in real carpentry: wood grains should match; the wood block should be made by joining pieces; and large pieces must
be made out of *xed-width planks. In Fun Sort, R. Fleisher, T. Biedl, T. Chan, E.D. Demaine, M. Golin, and J.I. Munro
provide an in-depth analysis of unorthodox ways of sorting sequences. In Room Allocation: a Polynomial Instance of
the Quadratic Assignment Problem, V. Ciriani, N. Pisanti, and A. Bernasconi introduce a polynomial solution for the
quadratic assignment problem related to allocating rooms. A program checker is a (probabilistic) algorithm that checks if
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a given program computes the function that it claims to from input–output behaviour. In the paper Problem Identi7cation
using Program Checking, C.S. Collberg and T.A. Proebsting describe a search engine that aims to help users to identify
problem descriptions and algorithms, from input–output examples.
The other papers focus on problems arising in network, parallel, and mobile computing. The contribution of V. Gervasi
and G. Prencipe Coordination without Communication: the Case of the Flocking Problem is in the area of autonomous
mobile robots; they present an algorithm that allows a set of very “weak” autonomous mobile vehicles (they are anonymous,
memoryless, and cannot communicate among themselves) to follow a leader vehicle, while maintaining a formation. The
paper On Searching Strategies, Parallel Questions and Delayed Answers by F. Cicalese, L. Gargano and U. Vaccaro
discusses two variations on searching strategies. The *rst one puts the questions in a *xed size bu?er and allows an
adversary to decide which question in the bu?er to answer next. The second allows asking questions with *xed delays. In
both variations the paper discusses how to *nd optimal strategies for searching for an item. The problem of broadcasting
and multicasting in a network with unidirectional links is studied in A Note on Line Broadcast in Digraphs under the
Edge-Disjoint Paths Mode by P. Fraigniaud focusing on the applicability of using minimum-degree spanning tree (MDST)
as a solution.
The papers of this special issue constitute a signi*cant contribution to the area of algorithms and data structures. We
are con*dent that they will convey to the reader also some of the fun the authors felt in carrying out their research.
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